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Abstract 
 
The University of Toledo University Transportation Center (UT-UTC) has identified 
hybrid vehicles as one of the three areas of the research. The activities proposed in this 
research proposal are directed towards the noise, vibration, and harshness (NVH) 
solutions for hybrid vehicles. The soaring fuel prices require imperious steps in 
developing alternate propulsion technologies. The design and development of hybrid 
vehicles is a critical issue for an economy dependent on an efficient, fast, and secure 
transportation system. To date, better fuel economy has been mainly achieved by 
combining two propulsion sources (hybridization) and/or by developing better managing 
algorithms for the internal combustion engines. Examples for the hybridization are the 
plug-in hybrid electric and the hydraulic-hybrid vehicles. An example of managing 
internal combustion engines is the cylinder on demand as a solution that Honda has 
recently introduced. One common problem with these solutions is excessive noise and 
vibration that is caused by switching between the propulsion sources and propulsion 
modes. To mitigate this problem there is a need to develop vibration isolation devices 
that can provide isolation over a wide range of frequencies. This proposal seeks to study 
the NVH problem of the hybrid vehicles and to introduce isolation mounts to overcome 
these issues.  
 
Hydraulic and elastomeric mounts are generally used to dynamically isolate engines and 
power trains from the chassis, while statically holding these elements together. Hydraulic 
mounts overcome some of the drawbacks of the elastomeric mounts. The stiffness and 
damping of the hydraulic mounts varies with frequency and amplitude of vibration. It is 
possible to design a hydraulic mount that has a significantly larger static stiffness, 
compared to an elastomeric mount, and has a much smaller dynamic stiffness at a 
specific frequency. To achieve low vibration transmissibility, the mount can be tuned to 
the primary frequency of the vibration source. On the other hand, to isolate the high 
frequency vibration of the engine, the mount should have low stiffness and low damping, 
which is not possible to achieve.   
 
This project proposes to develop a semi-active mount, which will be realized by 
improving the existing hydraulic mounts through adding a magnetorheological (MR) 
fluid element. In response to magnetic fields, MR fluids change their viscosity, which can 
be harnessed in a variable stiffness and damping mount. The resulting mount will provide 
shock and vibration isolation over a wide range of frequencies. This extended isolation 
frequency range will be achieved through the variable dynamic stiffness of the MR 
portion of the mount. This solution will make it possible to improve the noise and 
vibration characteristic of hybrid vehicles with alternative propulsion systems. 
 
 

Technical Approach or Methodology 
 

It is proposed to develop an MR fluid based semi-active mount by modifying the existing 
hydraulic mounts. In this design, the existing mount will be modified to adapt the MR 
fluid technology in the hydraulic part of the mount. Specifically, the hydraulic fluid will 
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be substituted with MR fluid and a coil will be added to provide the magnetic field 
required to excite the fluid. The research activities for the first year of the grant are the 
following.  
 
Stage 1:  

1-1) Implement the amplitude and frequency dependent elastomer model for the 
mount housing.  
1-2) Correlate to experimental data.  

Stage 2:  
2-1) Implement the MR fluid behavior model.  
2-2) Correlate with hydraulic mount data.  

Stage 3:  
3-1) Design the mount based on sensitivity analysis.  
3-2) Simulate the semi-active mount.  
3-3) Design the control algorithm. 
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Detailed Technical Report 
 
This section of the report includes the details of the technical achievements of the 
research in phase II. Magnetorheological (MR) mounts have been developed to replace 
hydraulic mounts because the MR effect makes the mount controllable and more adaptive. 
A MR mount was developed and its performance was experimentally investigated.  
 
Introduction 

The novel design of the MR mount is expected to be functional in a wide range of 
frequencies. More specifically, a fluid mount with a higher number of inertia tracks has a 
higher notch frequency (lowest dynamic stiffness point). Utilizing this fact, a wide-
bandwidth MR mount is designed as illustrated in Figure 1. 

 
The existing mount designs often have a fixed number of inertia tracks, either single 

or multiple. On the other hand, in the configuration illustrated in Figure 1, each flow 
channel is powered by an electro-magnetic coil. With the design shown in Figure 1 and 
the coil arrangement in Figure 2, it is possible to control of the flow through the specific 
channels. A higher magnetic field allows a smaller flow rate, and the flow is stopped 
when the field reaches a certain level. The squeeze mode configuration remains the same 
as in the mixed mode MR mount. 

 
       (a)           (b) 
Figure 1 - Schematic of the wide-bandwidth MR fluid mount: (a) Sideview B-B, (b) Topview 

A-A. 

The wide-bandwidth MR mount can be presented as multiple MR flow passages as 
shown in Figure 3. Four flow paths shown in Figure 3 are selected arbitrarily for 
exhibition and can be changed for each application. 
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Figure 2 - Coil arrangement to individually control the flow paths. 

 

 
Figure 3- Simple representation of the wide-bandwidth MR mount: (a) physical model, (b) 

shematic. 

Based on the physical model, the mathematical equations for the wide-bandwidth MR 
mount can be started with: 
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where n = 1, 2, 3 … 

The final system consists of n+1 equations in which the first n equations describe the 
behavior of the fluid inside n flow passages and the last equation is the overall motion of 
the mount. 

Parameter identification 
The mathematical models are constructed based on the physics of the mount. 

However, in order for the models to predict accurately the behavior of the mount, the 
numerical value of the physical parameters of the mount should be identified. In this 
mixed mode MR mount, the needed parameters are the equivalent piston area Ap, the top 
chamber compliance C1, the bottom chamber compliance C2, the fluid inertia Ii, the flow 
resistance Ri, the top rubber stiffness kr and damping br. In this section the experimental 
procedure for identifying a parameter is explained. 

 
Figure 4 - Setup to identify the equivalent piston area of the top rubber. 

Top rubber parameters – The top rubber was separated from the mount to be tested 
alone for the stiffness, damping and equivalent piston area. Quasi-static tests were run at 
0.01Hz to measure the rubber stiffness. Harmonic tests were run to characterize the 
damping. A special setup was constructed for the equivalent piston area measurement. 
The setup, exhibited in Figure 4, allows the top rubber to pump the fluid from a master 
chamber into a cylinder. As the top rubber is excited with a known displacement, a 
certain volume of the fluid is pumped into the cylinder. This volume of fluid is calculated 
by measuring the displacement of the piston in the cylinder. Using the relationship 

 with known Xr (excitation amplitude), Acylinder and Xpiston 
(measurable), Ap can definitely be computed. 

pistoncylinderrp XAXA =
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Figure 5 - Effective piston area as function of displacement amplitude. 

It can be seen from Figure 5 that the equivalent piston area varies as a function of the 
excitation displacement. The area stabilizes when the excitation exceeds 4mm. Since the 
fluctuation at this stable range is not significant, the piston area is assumed to be 2530 
mm2. This value is then used in analytical model. 

Hydraulic related parameters – These values can be identified using the Parameter 
Identification Toolbox in MATLAB/Simulink®. Since equations of motion are nonlinear, 
the module for estimating the nonlinear grey-box models was used. The term “grey-box 
models” expresses the ability to represent the physics of a system by mathematical ODEs 
explicitly. Grey-box modeling can be used when the relationships between variables, 
constraints, parameters or explicit equations representing system dynamics are known. In 
the mixed mode MR mount case, equations of motion represent the physics of the mount. 

Table 1 - Identified values of the hydraulic parameters. 

  0.2mm 0.4mm 0.6mm 0.8mm 1.0mm 
Rubber stiffness Kr 2.28E+04 2.26E+04 2.20E+04 2.15E+04 2.15E+04
Rubber damping Br 100 75 60 100 80 
Top compliance C1 3.2E-11 3.38E-11 3.75E-11 4.45E-11 5.13E-11 
Bottom compliance C2 1.20E-10 1.20E-10 1.20E-10 1.20E-10 1.20E-10 

 
The function idnlgrey is used to define the physics of the systems, i.e. the ODEs. 

Consequently, the function pem is used to estimate the parameters. It is noticed from 
using the Parameter Identification Toolbox that there are key features determining the 
convergence of the programs. Higher number of parameters needed to be estimated will 
exponentially increase the number of computational iterations. Large error between the 
initial condition and the real value also causes the program a long time to converge. 
Sometimes, if the initial error is too large, the program is not converging at all. 

 
After the identification process was done with the experimental data, the identified 

values for the mount’s parameters are displayed in Table 1. It is remarked that the rubber 
stiffness and the top chamber compliance are affected the most by the displacement 
amplitude. The rubber damping and the bottom chamber compliance do not change 
significantly. 
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Experimental Results 
The mixed mode MR mount prototype was manufactured and tested to obtain the 

experimental results. The experiments were conducted in such a procedure that harmonic 
excitations with known displacement amplitudes were imposed on the top of the mount 
while the transmitted force was measured by the load cell at the bottom of the mount. The 
test setup is shown in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6 - Experimental setup for the mixed mode MR mount. 

With the known displacement and the measured transmitted force, the dynamic 
stiffness and phase of the mount were calculated. The dynamic stiffness is used for 
evaluation of the mount as vibration isolator since the stiffness is directly related to the 
amount of transmitted force. 

Magnetic Field/Force Investigation 
Since it was not possible to measure the magnetic field strength in the MR fluid when 

the mount was operating, the field investigation in air was conducted. Figure 7 shows the 
results from the magnetic field measurement at the flow (3mm) and squeeze gap (3mm) 
at a range of applied current. It can be seen that the field is almost linearly increasing 
with the current. The squeeze mode curve has steeper slope and higher magnetic field 
values due to a good concentration provided by the inner coil circuit. However, even 
measured in air, both of the modes provide acceptable ranges of field for the selected MR 
fluid. 
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Figure 7 - Magnetic field strength in the flow and squeeze gap measured in air. 

Another set of tests were conducted to examine the amplitude of the magnetic force 
and field when a current is applied to the squeeze mode electromagnet. These 
measurements are important because below a certain squeeze gap the plates may be 
attracted to each other inducing an unexpected force in the system. Also, a lack of 
understanding of this force and its dependence on the squeeze gap may lead to an 
undesired lock-up state (due to the magnetic attraction) during mount operation. To 
perform the measurements, the squeeze plate was set parallel to the upper surface of the 
middle assembly. Then, the gap between the two surfaces was varied and the magnetic 
force and field were measured for several values of the applied electric current.  

 

Table 2- Magnetic force (in Newtons) induced by the electromagnet in squeeze mode at 
different gaps and values of the applied electric current. 

Gap Off 0.5A 1.0A 1.5A 2.0A 2.5A 3.0A 
2.0mm 15 15.5 17 20 24 29 35 
2.5mm 18 18.7 19.8 22 24.5 27.6 31.1 
3.0mm 19 19.6 20.3 21.6 23.3 25.5 28 
3.5mm 19.5 20 20.4 21.5 22.8 24.4 26.1 
4.0mm 20 20.1 20.6 21.3 22.2 23.5 25.1 
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 Table 3 - Magnetic field (in kA/m) measured between the squeeze plates at different 

gaps and values of the applied electric current. 

Gap Off 0.5A 1.0A 1.5A 2.0A 2.5A 3.0A 
2.0mm 3 30 58 86 114 143 170 
2.5mm 2 25 48 72 96 119 143 
3.0mm 2 21 41 61 81 101 119 
3.5mm 1 19 35 53 71 89 105 
4.0mm 1 16 31 46 62 78 94 

 

Table 2 shows the force measured with a load cell, while Table 3 displays the 
magnetic field measured with a Hall probe. All the measurements were made in air. 
Analysis of the results listed in Table 2 indicates that the magnetic force developed 
between the plates is just a fraction of the force applied to the mount during actual testing 
(i.e. 1000 N in average). Therefore, neglecting this force in the mathematical model 
should not alter the predicted response of the mount when the squeeze mode is 
considered. The measurements reported in Table 3 indicate that the magnetic field 
(measured in air) at an applied current of about 1.0A and above is sufficient to activate 
the MR fluid. 
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